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Abstract 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has now become a major technology to study single cells in living 

conditions. It provides nanoscale resolution imaging capacities and is a sensitive force machine able to 

record piconewton-scale forces, thereby making it possible to gain insights into the nanomechanical 

properties and molecular interactions of cells. While an extensive number of studies on 

microorganisms have demonstrated the potential of AFM to understand complex phenomena at cell’s 

interfaces, its use in microalgae studies remains limited. These recent years, microalgae have been the 

subject of a significant number of fundamental studies notably because of their capacity to convert 

light, water and inorganic nutrients into a biomass resource rich in value-added products. The existing 

literature reporting AFM use to understand microalgae cell morphology, their nanomechanical 

properties or their interactions with their environment give a large overview of the contribution AFM 

can bring into microalgae studies. In this review, we will first present the principles of AFM and the 

different possibilities it offers to characterize cells. Then in a second part, the contribution of AFM to 

understand the effects of environmental conditions and external stress on microalgae cells will be 

discussed. Finally, we will show how AFM can be used to probe the interactions of microalgae with 

their environment and how such fundamental studies can represent a basis to improve microalgae 

production systems. Overall, this review, the first on this topic, aims to highlight the opportunities that 

AFM technology can bring to this field of research.  
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1. Introduction 

 Microalgae are unique microorganisms able to convert light, water and inorganic nutrients 

into a biomass rich in value-added products such as proteins, polysaccharides, or lipids [1,2]. For this 

reason they have a great interest from a biotechnological point of view, and microalgae are nowadays 

cultivated and exploited in large-scale production systems [3]. But despite the promises of this 

resource, at the moment, exploiting the potential of microalgae at the industrial scale faces several 

challenges linked to the different steps of microalgae production (biomass growth, harvesting and 

down-stream extraction processes), that have made its development for the moment economically 

unviable [4]. Meeting these challenges has motivated a number of basic research studies aiming at 

answering fundamental questions on microalgae’s cell physiology, on their response to different 

environments, on how to harvest them, disrupt them, or on how to enhance their potential through 

genetic engineering. It is indeed through the comprehension of these questions that it will be possible 

to find solutions to exploit microalgae at the industrial scale in a cost-effective way.  

 Basic research on microalgae has started as early as 1960, but it is really at the beginning of 

the years 2000s that the number of research publications has started to become significant. The graph 

presented in Figure 1 shows the number of studies on microalgae referenced by the Scopus database 

since 1960 (grey curve); each year the number of studies published on the topic increases, up to more 

than 3500 publications produced in 2020. This increasing number of publications clearly demonstrates 

the growing interest of scientists for these microorganisms and the need for more basic research on 

microalgae. Compared to other microorganisms, however these numbers remain quite low; for 

instance the search “bacteria” retrieves more than 69 000 publications only for the year 2020; the 

microalgae field can still be considered as an emerging field of research. Traditionally, microalgae are 

mainly studied using molecular biology and genetic approaches, or chemical engineering approaches. 

Regarding cell imaging, optical and electron microscopy remain the gold standards techniques [5–7], 

although, a small, but significant number of studies also use other type of microscopies such as atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). 

Figure 1. Microalgae studies 

published since 1960. 

Graphic representing the 

number of publications 

retrieved by entering the 

search “microalgae” (grey) or 

by entering the search 

“microalgae AND atomic 

force microscopy” (yellow) in 

the Scopus database (search 

within article titles, abstracts 

and keywords), from 1960 to 

2020.  

 

 

  

 AFM, first developed in 1986 [8], relies on the control of a force acting between a sharp tip 

and a surface, while scanning a sample. This method is thus a surface probing method, making it 

different from other types of microscopies such as electron or optical microscopies. As the tip scans 

the surface of the sample, the cantilever on which it is fixed gets deflected. This deflection is recorded 

thanks to a laser reflected on a photodiode, thereby allowing to collect the signal. (figure 2) [9]. This 
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technology is particularly well suited for the study of microorganisms under living conditions, as it has 

high-resolution imaging capacities, down to the nanometer scale, and is able to operate in liquid [10]. 

However, the potential of AFM does not limit to imaging; AFM is also a highly sensitive force machine, 

able to record forces as small as 20 pN. Indeed, AFM, in force spectroscopy mode, can record force-

distance curves, where the force experienced by the probe is plotted as a function of the probe-sample 

separation distance. These curves can then be interpreted through different physical models, thereby 

giving access to the nanomechanical and nanoadhesive properties of cell surfaces [10]. An important 

asset of AFM is that these quantified forces can be simultaneously localized at the surface of cells, 

which thus allows to correlate nanomechanics and molecular interactions with cell’s surface 

ultrastructures [11]. Finally, the tips used for AFM imaging or force spectroscopy can be functionalized 

with living cells [12], biomolecules [13] or inert particles [14], which opens up new avenues to probe 

specific interactions between these functionalized tips and cell surfaces.  

Figure 2. Atomic force microscopy principle. 

A sharp tip mounted on a cantilever can 

move in the x, y and z direction thanks to a 

piezo-electric ceramic. While scanning the 

sample, the deflection of the cantilever is 

recorded thanks to a laser reflected on a 

photodiode. Adapted from [15,9].  

 

 

 

 

  

 While AFM has demonstrated over the years to be a powerful tool for microbiology studies 

[15,16], its use to study microalgae still remains limited; as presented in figure 1 (yellow curve), the 

total number of microalgae studies using AFM is of 49, which represents 0.17% of the total number of 

microalgae studies. Nevertheless, as for bacteria or yeasts, this technology could bring unique 

opportunities to understand cells, their morphology, their nanomechanical properties, their 

interactions with their environment, but also their response to different conditions such as 

environmental stress. In this work, we review the different studies where AFM was used as a principal 

tool to study microalgae cells; through these studies, we will describe the different possibilities of this 

technology, and the significant impact it can have on this field of research.  

 

2. AFM as a tool to characterize microalgae cells 

2.1.  Imaging of microalgae cells with nanoscale resolution 

 One of the attractive advantages of AFM over other nanoscale microscopies is its ability to 

operate in liquid, which makes it possible to monitor live cells in real time. This provides the 

opportunity for direct visualization of cell surface morphology in physiologically relevant conditions. 

Different AFM modes can be used to image cell surfaces; contact mode or oscillating mode. In contact 

mode, the tip is in direct contact with the sample and scans it while maintaining the force constant. 

Although this allows providing high resolution images, in the case of soft samples, it is possible that 

the AFM tip deforms the surface during the scan, which may result in topographic images poorly 

associated with the deviations in height across the sample. In oscillating mode, the tip is oscillated near 

to its resonance frequency while scanning over the sample; the change in the oscillation amplitude 
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reports on the surface topography. In this mode the tip is not in contact with the sample which reduces 

significantly the lateral forces that exist in contact mode. However in the case of biological samples 

with high electrolyte concentrations, interactions of the tip with low-range surface forces can impact 

the vibrating tip along its trajectory and modify the oscillation amplitude, which can result in sample 

deformation [17]. In the case of microalgae, contact mode is the principal imaging mode that has been 

used to characterize the morphology of cells. The first AFM images of diatoms were realized in 2001, 

where the nanostructure of the silica-based cell wall (valve or frustule) of live Pinnularia viridis 

(Nitzsch) Ehrenberg cells, was investigated [18]. In this study, the authors could show thanks to high-

resolution images that the cell wall was coated with a thick mucilaginous material. In addition, imaging 

of the cell’s valves revealed silica nanostructures composed of conglomerates of packed silica spheres 

of approximately 45 nm of diameter. Later on in 2002, the same team also imaged the nanostructures 

present on the valve’s surface of the diatom Craspedostauros australis, showing pores and rows in the 

girdle band region that forms the connecting region where the two valves of the diatom overlap. Then 

in 2003, the team of Gebeshuber and coworkers imaged the frustules of benthic freshwater diatom 

species, and could reveal the presence of an organic case enveloping the cells of approximately 10 nm 

of thickness [19]. Later in 2008, Francius and co-workers also used contact mode to image the three 

different morphotypes of the diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum (fusiform, triradiate and oval, Figure 

3A) [20]. Notably, the authors extracted quantitative information on the roughness of the cell surfaces 

thanks to high-resolution images and showed that the cell surface in the oval form is rougher than for 

the other two morphologies, which can be explained by the presence in this morphotype of excreted 

polymers on the surface. Finally, another team used contact mode to image the diatom species 

Cylindrotheca closterium (Figure 3B) and Cylindrotheca fusiform. The images produced in this case in 

air could show the morphological details of cells, such as girdle bands, raphe openings (siliceous 

structures present on the valve, which have slits running the longitudinal axis of the cell) or fibulae 

(silica arches that connect the raphe strips that border the raphe slit) (Figure 3B) [21,22]. Diatoms 

constitute an interesting group of microalgae, notably because of the large diversity of shapes and 

nanostructures present on the valves of these cells, which have been so far mostly explored using 

electron microscopy [23]. These studies show that AFM is also a suitable technique to characterize 

these morphologies, with the advantages of requiring minimum sample preparation compared to 

electron microscopy, as cells can be directly observed without any treatment. In addition, AFM imaging 

can also reveal the presence of organic layers around the cells, or polymers or mucilages, which can 

have important implications in the adhesive behavior of cells or in their mobility. While these studies 

are focused on diatoms, other microalgae species have also been imaged using AFM, such as 

Ventricaria ventricosa [24],  C. vulgaris [25], or Dunaliella tertiolecta [26].  
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Figure 3. AFM imaging of 
diatoms. A) AFM deflection 
images of the diatom P. 
tricornutum morphotypes; 
fusiform, triradiate and 
ovoid. B) AFM images of 
the diatom C. closterium. 
Yellow arrows in the 
middle image indicate the 
spiral twist around the 
longitudinal cell axis. The 
inset shows a light 
microscopy image of the 
live cell. Deflection images 
(on the right) feature 
morphological details of 
cell wall: V, valve; G, girdle 
band; R, raphe opening; F, 

fibulae. Reprinted with 

permission from [20] and 
[21]. 

 

  

 In addition to whole cells, AFM has also been used to visualize substances produced by 

microalgae, such as exopolysaccharides (EPS). EPS are complex polymers composed mainly of 

polysaccharides, that can also contain other components, for example protein moieties [27]. They have 

attracted a lot of interest because of their potential for industrial applications in food and health [28], 

and for these reasons they have been the focus of many studies, most of them dedicated to their 

chemical analysis by chromatography, mass spectrometry or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 

among other techniques [27]. However, understanding EPS nanostructure thanks to AFM can also 

bring valuable information to further use them in specific applications. In this view, a study conducted 

by Cybulska and coworkers used AFM to characterize the EPS produced by the green microalgae 

Dictyosphaerium chlorelloides [29]. For that, the authors analyzed two different concentrations of the 

material, and showed that EPS formed a regular and porous matrix at higher concentration (1 mg/mL), 

whereas at low concentration (10 µg/mL), single molecules created a regular network containing 

interconnected polymers with numerous side chains and loops. Such findings thus showed that at high 

concentration, thanks to the porosity of the matrix formed, these EPS could for example be used to 

selectively immobilize particles [29]. In another study conducted in 2020, the EPS produced by 

Arthrospira platensis (Spirulina) were imaged using a force spectroscopy-based AFM imaging mode. In 

this mode, images are reconstructed by measuring the height of the contact point on force curves 

acquired on a matrix of points over the sample [30]. This type imaging has the advantage of reducing 

the lateral forces exerted by the tip in contact mode, where the tip scans laterally the sample while in 

contact with it. Moreover, force spectroscopy-based AFM imaging mode also offers the possibility to 

provide information on the nanomechanical and adhesive properties of the cells simultaneously. Using 

this mode, Vergnes and co-workers could show that the EPS produced by A. platensis formed a soft, 

adhesive gel in the medium surrounding the cells. Thanks to these information, the authors could 

conclude on the role of these EPS on cell flocculation and thus on the possibility to harvest them [31].  
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2.2. Probing the nanomechanical properties of microalgae cells 

 Besides its imaging capacities, AFM, as mentioned in the introduction, can also record forces 

in force spectroscopy mode, thereby giving access to the nanomechanical properties of cell surfaces, 

which can be a key aspect to understand fundamental aspects such as cell morphology, or for further 

microalgae application, for example to optimize cell disruption steps in production systems. For that, 

nanoindentation measurements are performed, in which a cantilever with known mechanical 

properties, is pushed against a sample at a defined force. This way, the resistance of the cell wall to 

the compression can be quantified, by extracting from the force curves obtained the cell wall spring 

constant (stiffness) or elasticity (Young’s modulus, Ym). These values are obtained by converting the 

force curves into force vs indentation curves by subtracting the deformation of the cantilever upon 

compression. Then these curves are analyzed using theoretical models such as the Hooke’s law 

(stiffness), the Hertz model (Ym), or other appropriate models, depending on the shape of the tip and 

the type of the sample probed. Such nanomechanical measurements provide important information 

on the cell wall which is responsible for maintaining cell morphology, and which represents its interface 

with the surrounding environment. Notably it has been shown in multiple studies on different 

microorganisms that both the shape of the cells and the external conditions that cells undergo can 

greatly influence the cell wall nanomechanics [32,33,15]. For instance, in the study conducted by 

Francius et al., the authors also explored the nanomechanical properties of the three morphotypes of 

P. tricornutum using AFM force-indentation curves. Their results showed that the young modulus of 

the cell wall of cells in the oval form is five-fold higher than for the other two morphotypes, which 

constitute relevant information to gain insight into the mechanism leading to the different P. 

tricornutum morphotypes. With the same species, Formosa-Dague and co-workers in 2018 showed 

that the elasticity of the cell wall changes depending on the pH of the surrounding medium. 

Nanoindentation measurements performed in this study showed that the AFM tip was able to indent 

deeper into the cell wall at pH 8 than at pH 10; indeed, the cell wall Ym increased sevenfold at pH 10 

(Figure 4A) [14]. The same tendency was also observed in Chlorella vulgaris cells, a freshwater green 

microalgae species, where an increase of the pH from 6 to 8 resulted in a threefold increase of the 

rigidity of the cell wall of cells (Figure 4B) [25]. Changes in the nanomechanics of the cell wall often 

reflect changes in its composition or in its architecture, which can affect both the interactions of cells 

with their environment, as well as their shapes and deformability. For instance in the case of P. 

tricornutum, the important increase of the rigidity of cell’s cell wall at pH 10 has been associated with 

a better separation from water by flotation, possibly due to a better interaction between rigid fusiform 

cells with bubbles [14]. Another study conducted by Pillet and co-workers investigated the 

nanomechanical properties of Dunaliella tertiolecta in different phases of culture (exponential and 

stationary) [26]. In this case, the interesting point is that D. tertiolecta cells lacks a rigid cell wall and is 

instead enclosed in a thin plasma membrane covered by a mucous layer. Compared to other 

microalgae species, the resulting elasticity of cells was quite low, of 25 kPa approximately, compared 

to P. tricornutum cells for which elasticities of 100-500 kPa have been found [20,14]. The authors found 

that cells in stationary phase were even softer, with a Ym reduced by 40% compared to exponential 

phase, suggesting a molecular remodeling of the cell envelope upon aging (Figure 4C) [26]. Finally, as 

a last example, in a recent work conducted by Xiao et al. force spectroscopy experiments were 

performed directly on the external layers of different microalgae species. The force curves obtained 

by the authors led them to develop an analysis method based on a multiscale decomposition of 

derivative force-distance curves to quantify the elastic responses of these layers upon mechanical 

deformation. This work is interesting notably because thanks to this analysis method, it provides 

original information on the external layers protecting microalgae from their environment [34].  
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Figure 4. Nanomechanical 

properties of microalgae 

probed by AFM. A) AFM 

vertical deflection image  of 

a P. tricornutum cell and 

box plot showing the 

distribution of Ym values 

obtained from force curves 

recorded on the center or 

on the side of cells at pH 8 

or pH 10. B) AFM height 

image of a C. vulgaris cell 

and box plot showing the 

distribution of Ym values 

measured on top of cells at 

pH 6 and 8. C) AFM height 

image of a D. tertiolecta cell 

in stationary phase and box 

plot showing the 

distribution of Ym values 

recorded on top of cells in 

exponential phase and 

stationary phase. Reprinted 

with permission from 

[14,25,26].  

 

 

 

2.3. Probing the nanoadhesive properties of microalgae cells  

 While nanomechanical properties of cells are retrieved by analyzing the approach part of force 

curves obtained in force spectroscopy, a lot of information can also be extracted from the retract parts, 

i. e. when the AFM tip is retracted from the sample to go back to its initial position. As the tip is 

retracted, if there is an interaction between the tip and a molecule at the surface of the sample, the 

molecule will unfold until the pulling force becomes stronger than the force of the interaction 

recorded. At this point, the interaction breaks, which is reflected on the force curve as a retract peak. 

The force at which the interaction was ruptured then informs about the strength of the interaction 

between the tip and the sample; the distance from the contact point at which the interaction breaks 

gives information on the length of the unfolded molecules and thus on their nature. Examples of such 

analysis have been provided as early as 2002, mainly by two different groups. The group of Gebeshuber 

and co-workers first investigated the adhesive properties of the freshwater diatom species Eunotia 

sudetica, and more specifically of the adhesive polymer cells produce at their surface to attach to 

substrates [35]. The force curves the authors recorded in this case showed multiple adhesion peaks 

with a sawtooth pattern, which they attributed to the successive unbinding of intra-chain loops from 

the adhesive, or to the successive release of inter-chain bonds holding a cross-linked multi-chain 

adhesive matrix together. Interestingly, the authors also suggested that these bonds, unfolded by the 

tip retracting, can rebond after several seconds, meaning that the adhesive is capable of “self-healing”. 

In a further study in 2003, the same team also demonstrated that compared to a man-made adhesive 

(sticky tape), the diatom adhesive is more robust in a wet environment as over a period of several 

hours, no changes in the shape of the force curves recorded were observed [19]. Such experiments 
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allowed to provide molecular scale information on the nanoadhesive properties of diatoms adhesives, 

useful for example to develop new and more powerful adhesives. In parallel, the group of Higgins et 

al. performed similar experiments on the adhesive mucilage strands secreted at the raphe region of 

the diatom C. australis [36]. In this case also, the authors could determine that the adhesive was very 

strong, and forces up to 60 nN were needed to break its interactions with the tip. The next year, this 

same research group compared the interactions obtained with C. australis to those obtained with the 

adhesive excreted at the raphe region of another diatom species, Pinnularia viridis [37]. For both 

species the authors could observe multiple peaks on the force curves with a sawtooth pattern 

suggesting here also the successive unbinding of modular domains from the adhesive. In addition, the 

experiments revealed that the adhesive strands for both species were highly extensible and 

accumulated to form tethers. In this case also, such information on the molecular adhesive behavior 

of the polymers produced by cells could result in the development of new strong adhesive. 

Additionally, such information also informs on the mechanisms involved in cell attachment to a 

substrate, which allows cells to colonize habitats in natural environments. From a more general 

perspective, understanding the adhesive properties of microalgae cells thanks to AFM could also help 

optimizing processes in production systems, for example to control fouling phenomena taking place in 

bioreactors or at the surface of membranes used for cell separation.  

 Altogether these studies highlighted here show the potentialities of AFM to describe: (i) the 

nanoscale morphology of cells or of the EPS they excrete in the medium, (ii) their nanomechanical 

properties and so the architecture of their cell wall or membrane in different conditions, and (iii) the 

adhesive properties of polymers cells produce at their surface. The examples chosen here are rather 

descriptive of the different microalgae models, but they illustrate the potential AFM can have to 

understand fundamental processes taking place at their interfaces, for example in response to 

different conditions they experience in production processes or naturally in their environments. In 

addition, AFM being a label-free technique allowing to characterize samples in relevant environmental 

conditions, the data generated could be integrated into correlative approaches in order to provide 

even more encompassing data on microalgae. 

 

3. AFM as a tool to understand the effects of environmental conditions on microalgae cells 

3.1.  Effects of  stress conditions on cells 

As the possibilities to use AFM techniques to characterize microalgae cells and their adhesive 

properties have emerged, more groups have used this technology to understand the effects of specific 

conditions on microalgae cell’s surfaces. This is of particular interest to design efficient microalgae 

production systems, as for example stress conditions like culture conditions can greatly influence the 

production of certain molecules by the cells. In this view Yap and coworkers measured the 

nanomechanical properties of cells from the species Chlorococcum sp. in response to nitrogen 

deprivation [38]. N-deprivation is a proven strategy for inducing triacylglyceride accumulation in 

microalgae, lipids that can be used for biofuel production for example. The results obtained in this 

study showed that the Ym of N-deprived cells (775 kPa) was approximately 30% higher than for N-

replete cells (619 kPa). Thanks to TEM analysis of the thickness of the cell wall of cells, the authors 

suggested that this increase of the Ym could be directly correlated to an increase in the cell wall 

thickness in N-deprived conditions. Although these specific culture conditions had an important impact 

on the cell wall, they did not affect the susceptibility of cells to mechanical rupture, which is an 

important aspect for the downstream processing of cells and extraction of the lipids.  For instance a 

study by Lee et al. used AFM to determine the force needed to rupture cells, by indenting cells with an 

AFM tip [39]. This way the authors could show that the disruption energy needed varied depending on 

the location on the cell surface, and was on average of approximately 670 J/kg of dry microalgae 
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biomass. This value is much lower than the one required in existing mechanical cell disruption 

processes, such as hydrodynamic cavitation, which suggests that more efficient disruption processes 

could be developed [39]. Later in 2014, another study conducted by Warren et al. reported on the 

nanomechanical properties of Scenedesmus dimorphus in an aqueous and in dried state to provide 

information useful to develop efficient techniques for mechanical cell disruption [40]. Using 

nanoindentation measurements, the authors showed that the Ym of cells increased from 

approximately 2 to 58 MPa from an aqueous state to a dried state, which can then orientate choices 

when designing a cell disruption process. Finally, besides biomass production and cell disruption, AFM 

has also contributed to understand the effects of flocculants used to harvest microalgae on their cell 

surface. For instance, Landels and co-workers used AFM to image Chlorella sorokiniana cells after 

harvesting by electro-coagulation flotation with Al(OH)3 used as a metal flocculant. Their results 

showed cells that were embedded into the Al(OH)3 hydrogel, which allows understanding how cells 

interact with the flocculant [41].  

3.2. Effects of changes in natural conditions 

 But in addition to their potential for producing a wide variety of molecules in production 

systems, microalgae also play a fundamental role in aquatic ecosystems as they are the basis of aquatic 

food webs, on which many living organisms rely. Therefore understanding the effects of natural 

conditions is a key aspect. For example, environmental pollutants on microalgae cells is a subject of 

interest as this is how pollutants can enter food chains, which can be explored thanks to AFM. A first 

study in 2012 used AFM to investigate the effects of silver nanoparticles, which have toxic effects on 

algae cells, on the diatoms C. closterium and Cylindrotheca fusiformis and on their EPS [22]. AFM high-

resolution imaging experiments showed that the nanoparticles could penetrate the cell wall through 

the valve region of cells, and caused local damages inside the cell, notably in the chloroplasts region, 

without disintegration of the cell wall. In addition, the authors could also show that EPS production 

increased with nanoparticle exposure, and that the gel-like structure of EPS contained nanoparticles 

and aggregates of nanoparticles. This was an important finding of this study as the entrapment of these 

nanoparticles in the EPS produced by cells allows their persistence and accumulation in the water [22]. 

Then later in 2017, Nolte and co-workers investigated the effects of another type of nanoparticles that 

can be found in the environment, plastic nanoparticles (polystyrene), on the cell wall of the green 

microalgae species Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata [42]. In this study, AFM imaging of cells in 

interaction with plastics revealed that positively charged nanoparticles (bearing -NH2 functional 

groups) could adsorb at the cell surface, while negatively charged ones (-COOH) resulted in a low cell 

coverage. The authors attributed this to the fact that positive particles could absorb on the cellulose 

present in the cell wall of P. subcapitata. Finally another type of pollutant, cadmium metal, was also 

investigated using AFM on different microalgae species; the green microalgae D. tertiolecta [43], and 

the diatoms P. tricornutum [44] and Nitzchia closterium [45]. Cadmium is recognized as a major 

pollutant of the marine environment, constituting a hazard to marine organisms. In 2019, the group of 

Ivosevic DeNardis and co-workers used AFM to probe the nanomechanical properties of D. tertiolecta 

cells in the presence of cadmium. The results showed that cells in the presence of cadmium had an 

increased stiffness of around 80% compared to control cells, which has consequences on their initial 

attachment to surfaces and on their deformation. Additional experiments performed in this study 

suggested that a different protein expression profile may be the cause of these changes in the cell 

surface properties under cadmium stress [43]. In parallel, another team also worked on cadmium 

stress, this time on the diatom N. closterium, and evaluated the influence of salinity on cadmium 

adsorption by the cells. Their results showed notably that a decreased salinity increased cell surface 

roughness, because of the presence at low salinity of silica particles on the cell surface (Figure 5A). This 

has for consequence to  increase the specific surface area in cells, leading to a better adsorption of 
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cadmium at low salinity [45]. Then in 2021, the same team worked on the effects this time of the cell 

morphotype of the diatom P. tricornutum on the cadmium adsorption on cells. In this study, AFM 

imaging combined with zeta potential measurements showed that the oval morphotype, which has a 

rougher and more negative surface compared to the triradiate and fusiform morphotypes, attracts 

more metal ions onto its surface (Figure 5B). The authors suggested that these different surface 

properties of oval cells may be related to their different cell wall composition compared to fusiform 

and triradiate cells, as determined by XPS analysis [44]. Altogether, in these studies on the effects of 

stress, AFM brings the opportunity to not only monitor the effects of pollutants on cells, but also to 

give insights into the mechanisms leading to pollutant adsorption by the cells. This is a major 

contribution of AFM as such fundamental data can be used to predict and evaluate the effects of 

various pollution in aquatic ecosystems.  

Figure 5. Influence of salinity or of cell morphotype on cadmium adsorption by cells. A) AFM height images of 
N. closterium cells acclimated at 18, 25, and 32 psµ (first line) and amplified 3D morphology of typical difference 
in roughness on the cell walls of cells cultivated at these different salinities (middle line). AFM height images 
showing the nanoscale structures on the cell surfaces at the different salinities are presented in the third line. B) 
AFM vertical deflection images showing the morphology of the triradiate, fusiform, and oval morphotypes and 
their corresponding nanoscale cell wall topography (right column). Reprinted with permission from [44,45].  
 

4. AFM to probe the interactions between cells and their environment 

 As discussed earlier, AFM, thanks to its imaging and force probing possibilities, has proven to 

be a useful tool to probe the effects of environmental conditions on cells, or to understand how 

environmental conditions modify their responses to pollutants in aquasystems. In this part, we will 

now discuss how AFM can be used to understand the specific interactions between cells and surfaces 

or particles present in the environment. In a first study, Kreis and co-workers used a micropipette force 

spectroscopy technique to measure the adhesion forces between Chlalmydomonas reinhardtii flagella 

and silicon substrates [46]. In this case, the authors did not use a standard AFM set-up, but instead, 

they designed a micropipette force sensor with borosilicate glass capillaries that they used to pick-up 

single living cells (Figure 6A) and record forces through force spectroscopy experiments (Figure 6B). 

Using this set-up they could orientate cells and determine that only flagella could mediate adhesion to 

the substrates (Figure 6B). The force curves obtained showed that interestingly, this flagella-mediated 

adhesion could be reversibly switched on and off by light, in a timescale of seconds, and that the 

adhesion forces recorded varied depending on the illumination wavelength. Such findings may be used 

to control the adhesion properties of photoactive cells such as C. reinhardtii cells, and this way enhance 

culture efficiencies by inhibiting biofilm formation on photobioreactors surfaces [46].  
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Figure 6. In vivo micropipette force spectroscopy of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii microalgae. A) Schematic 

representation of measurement principle and experimental set-up. B) Force distance curves obtained for cells 

orientated with their flagella in contact with the substrate. The adhesion force corresponds to the force needed 

to detach the cell from the substrate. Reprinted with permissions from [46]. 

 Such strategy to measure the adhesion forces between single cells and substrates has also 

been used in a recent study conducted by Demir and co-workers [25]. In this study, instead of using a 

micropipette, the authors directly immobilized cells at the edge of tipless cantilevers, and probed their 

interactions with chitosan, a bio-sourced flocculant used for microalgae harvesting. So far the 

literature on chitosan-induced production in microalgae suggested a flocculation mechanism based on 

electrostatic interactions between negatively charged cells and chitosan, which is positively charged 

at a pH under its pKa (6.5). Thanks to the force spectroscopy experiments conducted in this study, the 

authors could show that in fact, the interactions between cells and chitosan did not rely on 

electrostatic interactions but rather on specific interactions between chitosan and specific polymers 

at the surface of cells. But interestingly, the authors found that this mechanism was taking place at low 

pH (6), but not at higher pH. In this case, cells did not interact with chitosan anymore, but were instead 

flocculated by getting entrapped into the precipitate that chitosan forms at higher pH. Such AFM 

experiments thus brought important information to generalize the use of chitosan-induced 

flocculation for microalgae harvesting [25]. With the same objective to understand flocculation 

mechanisms in microalgae, two other studies conducted by the same team showed that a same 

flocculant, magnesium hydroxide, could induce flocculation through different mechanisms in different 

microalgae species. Magnesium hydroxide results from the precipitation at high pH of magnesium ions 

present notably in marine waters. To understand the interactions between this flocculant and 

microalgae cells, the authors developed an original protocol to functionalize the AFM tips directly with 

magnesium hydroxide particles [14], and with these tips, they then probed the interactions with the 

surface of P. tricornutum [14] and D. salina cells [47]. Their results showed that while for P. 

tricornutum, magnesium hydroxide particles could directly interact with the cell surface through 

electrostatic interactions [14], in the case of D. salina, no interactions could be recorded, thereby 

suggesting another flocculation mechanism. Further experiments showed that indeed cells in this case 

were flocculated through a sweeping mechanism, i. e. by getting entrapped in a massive precipitate 

[47]. Then in these studies, AFM, by making it possible to access the interactions between cells and 

particles at the molecular scale, allowed to understand the complexity of flocculation mechanisms. 

Such knowledge could have an important impact to optimize efficient harvesting processes.  
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5. Perspectives outlooks and conclusions  

This review is a quite exhaustive view of what “conventional” AFM techniques can bring to the 

field of microalgae. However, other advanced techniques already used in studies focused on other 

types of microorganisms could also bring valuable information to further understand microalgae. 

Single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) is one of these techniques. It consists in functionalizing 

AFM tips with biomolecules in order to study their interactions with specific molecules at the surface 

of cells. For instance, such tips modifications have been used to detect and locate a specific 

mannoprotein (Ccw12) at the surface of living yeast cells of Saccharomyces cerevisiae [13] or to 

understand the strength and dynamics of homotypic interactions mediated by a specific protein (SdrC) 

at the surface of bacterial cells of Lactococcus lactis [48]. Used in microalgae studies, SMFS could bring 

new information useful to understand cell adhesion for example, or to understand cell wall surface 

composition. Another example of an AFM advanced technique is chemical force microscopy (CFM), 

where gold coated tips are functionalized with hydrophobic thiols to probe the surface of cells. For 

instance, such strategy has been used to probe the hydrophobic properties of spores of Aspergillus 

fumigatus [49], or to show the role of glycopeptidolipids in the surface hydrophobicity of the bacteria 

Mycobacterium abscessus [50]. Although this technique has been used in one microalgae study [26], 

its general use could help researchers gain insights into the physico-chemical properties of microalgae 

cells depending on their environmental conditions.  

Moreover, these recent years, new developments of original AFM techniques have emerged and 

offer exciting prospects for microalgae studies. One of these recent developments, FluidFM, combines 

AFM with microfluidics [51]. With this system, standard AFM cantilevers are replaced by microfluidic 

ones, which contain a microchannel that can be filled with liquid. A pressure controller connected to 

these cantilevers then allow to exert a positive or negative pressure inside the cantilever. In different 

fields, such technology has already been used for example to probe the interactions of single cells 

aspirated at the aperture of cantilevers [52,53], to aspirate liquids from a cell ‘s interior for further 

analysis [54,55] or to create a microsized bubble to measure the hydrophobicity of single cells [56] . 

Such experiments applied to microalgae could help in analyzing the lipid profiles of different strains or 

in different conditions, which could bring valuable information to optimize culture conditions or 

microalgae strains. In this view another interesting development of AFM is its combination with a 

tunable infrared laser source (AFM-IR), which has allowed for Streptomyces cells to measure the size 

and map the distribution of oil inclusions inside cells [57]. Finally, new imaging techniques are 

emerging, such as high-speed AFM (HS-AFM), which makes it possible to acquire images on the surface 

of cells at a video rate. Recently, Evans and co-workers developed an immobilization procedure to 

apply HS-AFM to microalgae cells; this study represents an important basis to further image dynamic 

processes taking place at the surface of microalgae [58]. These few examples reflect on the recent 

technological advancements that are continuously made over the years with AFM, and suggest new 

and original questions that can be answered about microalgae.  

Altogether, these AFM studies show the possibilities that such technology offers to answer 

fundamental questions on microalgae cells interfaces, on the effects of environmental or stress 

conditions on their nanoscale properties, and on their interacting behavior with their environment. 

Such fundamental questions need to be answered to exploit the potential of microalgae at industrial 

scales, and develop and optimize the different steps involved in production systems (production, 

harvesting, extraction). In addition, as we discussed, it is also a way to understand how microalgae in 

the environment can be affected by various pollutants that modern society produces. Although 

imaging is still the most common application of AFM in microalgae studies, force spectroscopy 

measurements to probe the nanomechanical or adhesive properties of cells have also demonstrated 
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to bring new original information that can be useful to develop cost-effective processes for example 

for cell harvesting or cell disruption. 
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